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Abstract : The purpose of this study is to examine and evaluate the overall counterterrorism cooperation during Obama
Administration towards Pakistan. It aims and focuses on the performances and measures taken by United States of America
during President Obama in office in order to eradicate terrorism from Pakistan. Being a grave national security threat,
terrorism played a disastrous role in the domestic peace and stability of both countries. For the sake of curbing this menace in
South Asia in general and Pakistan in particular, the role of Obama Administration is viable and results-oriented despite major
ups and downs in Pakistan U.S Relations during that period of time. Obama administration formulated policies when he comes
to office in 2009 by looking at the already efforts done by Bush Administration to counterterrorism from Pakistan. Obama’s
foreign policy was revolving around defense and diplomacy when it comes to dealing with Pakistan. The concept of smart
power was indeed a core principle of Obama’s administration to gain the strategic objectives in Pakistan. Obama’s strategies in
terms of providing military aid packages and various assistance programs, working on institutional building and strengthening
the economy helped Pakistan in strengthening the military capabilities to go for militant operation in the safe havens area in
the tribal areas of Pakistan. It further helped building institutional mechanism in the governmental policies to counter
terrorism and militancy. The training of combat forces, artillery, and equipment provided by US proved fatal for the militant
terrorist organizations seeking hideouts in the tribal areas of Pakistan. Resultantly, many top leaders of al Qaeda and many
affiliated militant groups were captured and given to US as well. Despite many ups and downs in the bilateral relations on
various domestic and international issues, both countries didn’t compromise the elimination of terrorist phenomena from
Pakistan which was indeed a great success of the Obama administration’s counterterrorism and counterinsurgency strategies
in the long run.
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